Universidades Españolas
Red de Bibliotecas REBIUN

**Members**
- 50 public universities
- 1 national research center
- 12 associated libraries
- 26 private universities

**Mission**
IT IS A CRUE* ASSESSING AND WORKING BODY AIMED TO...
- Improving libraries’ services by coordinating activities and resources
- Carry out cooperative actions for users’ benefit
- Represent university libraries behind public and private institutions
- Encourage exchange and staff training

**Timeline**
- 1983: First contacts between library directors
- 1993: Codibuc’s birth
- 1998: REBIUN joins CRUE
- 1999: Nine university libraries found
- 2006: 2nd strategic plan 2007-2010
- 2011: 3rd strategic plan REBIUN 2020

**Organisation**

**Governing Bodies**
- Plenary = Executive Committee
- President = Executive Secretary

**Working Groups**
- Union catalogue = Communication
- Statistics = Bibliographic heritage
- Shared services = Repositories

**Strategic Lines**
- Organisation and leadership
- Research and learning support
- Digital library and social media
- REBIUN services and products

**Services & Activities**
- **Union Catalogue**
  - Includes dozens of million titles.
  - Improves knowledge about university library collections and helps in interlibrary loan management.

- **Interlibrary Loan**
  - Ours is a very active IL network, with more than 200,000 IL operations per year, based on affordable fees and compromise for fast delivery.

- **Recollecta**
  - Harvests national scientific repositories. Born in 2007 from the cooperation with Spanish Foundation for Science and Technology (FECYT).

- **Institutional Repository**
  - Open Access to all REBIUN’S documents: reports, guidelines, infographics, studies etc.

- **Statistics**
  - We provide a wide range of Spanish university libraries data collected since 1994, helpful for university management and a tool for creating taylor-made indicators.

**Spanish University Libraries: Some Figures**
- 25% of book loans in Spain
- 75% of e-books in Spanish libraries collections
- 83% of e-journal titles in Spanish libraries collections
- 24% of staff working at Spanish libraries

*Conference of Spanish University Rectors

*Conference of Spanish University and Scientific Libraries Directors

*CONFERENCE OF SPANISH UNIVERSITY DIRECTORS
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